
EMPLOYER OF CHOICE COMMITTEE
CULTURE COACHING PROJECT – HR MANAGER’S MEETING
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The EOC decided to take on a project that aligns with building a modern work environment.  The selected project is HR as a culture coach. Establishing HR as a champion for organizational culture will help the state to create work environments that reflect the desired culture and our purposeful, meaningful work. The team wants to create a tangible tool that will help the HR community play a prominent role in nurturing the culture.We anticipate this project to be a medium amount of work and about a six month commitment. 



CULTURE COACHING – PROJECT

 Culture is the system of values, behaviors, beliefs, and artifacts that influences how people work and contributes to the 
unique social and psychological environment.  

 A way of thinking, behaving, or working that exists in an organization. 

CULTURE is:

EXPRESSED as:
 The organization’s self-image, inner workings, interactions (inside and outside), artifacts, and future expectations

AFFECTS:
 The ways the organization conducts its business, treats its employees, customers. 

 The extent to which freedom is allowed in decision making, developing new ideas, and personal expression.

 How power and information flow through its hierarchy.

 How committed employees are towards collective objectives.
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Project Objectives Establishing HR as a champion for organizational culture and pulling the community toward people operations and strategic partners as a primary role and creating work environments that reflect the desired culture and our purposeful, meaningful work.This project will be a phased approach, with the first phase taking anywhere from six to 12 months to complete with a medium amount of effort.



SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY

 Small group discussion (15 minutes)

 What is HR’s ideal role in cultivating an agency’s culture?

 What are the artifacts that define HR’s role in your organization? 

 What is the role of HR when the behavior doesn’t align with the culture?

 What tools and resources do you need to feel better equipped? 

 Big group report out:  (10 minutes)

 One member from each team reports out
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We want folks to get up and create a group where you are not partnered with someone from your agency. Challenge yourself Within small groups of 4 to 6, answer the following questions and document on flipchart. You will have 15 mins. Then we will come back into the big group and have one person from each group do a quick report out.  Define artifacts ----- furniture, things hanging on walls an sitting on desks, dress norms, inside jokes, and mantras, motos, celebrations, traditions.



NEXT STEPS

 Information gathered will be used to propose a product. 

 Take volunteers from agencies interested in helping with this project.
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Ping Brooke or Jeremy if you want to help



THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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